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FROM THE EDITOR’S
DESK

Welcome to Test &
Measurement 2.0!

Brad Glazer
Editor & Publisher

W

elcome to Test &
Measurement 2.0
Magazine!

Who are we?
Simply the newest brand, print and
digital, in the increasingly complex
field of testing and measurement,
which covers many different
industries worldwide. We will be
published and deployed quarterly,
reaching a circulation of over 32,000
professionals in the test and
measurement industry. Our print
editions will be distributed at trade
shows (when they return) and given
to prospective and current
advertisers. Otherwise we will be
all digital, allowing us to offer lead
generation benefits to our advertisers.
We are available free to our
readership. All issues are also posted
on our website at www.tandmmag.
com.
My name is Brad Glazer...Editor and
Publisher. I have a long background
in the publishing industry and currently own JABS Media, LLC, which
has three B2B publications in its
product line. Last year, I was
approached to start a brand in the
T&M field, by a supplier currently
unhappy with what was available to
marketers like themselves. So to
meet the needs of businesses in the
industry, we formed a new LLC and
Test & Measurement 2.0 was born.
Our goals are twofold:
1. To provide technical editorial in
the form of whitepapers, technical
articles, new products, industry news
and other information that helps our
audience do its job more
effectively.
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2. To provide a means to our
advertisers to generate leads for
their sales teams. Leads today
are more imporant than ever.
Salespeople can’t travel, and even
if they could, they can’t get
appointments due to the
pandemic. In addition, there are
no trade shows to meet and greet
current, and hopefully future
customers. Therefore, providing
leads, primarily through digital
means, has become of primary
importance.
In our premier issue, we have
whitepapers from industry leaders
including ASTM International,
ATEQ, EIT, LLC, Intertek, Molex,
Schurter and Vitrek.
We want to hear from you loud and
clear about what you think of our
premier issue. Please feel free to
email me at brad@tandmmag.com
and tell us what’s good and what’s
not!
Our goal is to make Test &
Measurement 2.0 YOUR publication
by providing you with all the
information you need to make
promote your products as well as
provide industry professionals with
the tools they need to better
perform their job.
So please join us on this exciting
adventure and help us make Test &
Measurement 2.0 the industry go-to
for testing, compliance and
measurement products.
Best,
Brad Glazer - Editor & Publisher
brad@tandmmag.com
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• Optional 64 test point Switching
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• Laboratory accuracy in a compact, portable unit

• Chart Mode provides graphic
documentation of HV drive ramp time,
overshoot and sag
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• Improved Voltage & Current self-heating adders
• Faster sampling rates & bandwidth performance
• Greater harmonic frequencies
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• Generates kW, mW or µW loading >20:1
higher and >1000:1 lower loading
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CV, CR in static or non-linear loading modes
• Rack mount option available.
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FEATURE ARTICLE

Setting The Standards: How Standards Enhance
Quality & Promote Reliability
DAVID HOLTHAUS - ASTM INTERNATIONAL

Standards in manufacturing are essential to ensuring quality products
and to improving the accuracy and reliability of the materials used to make
them.

continuous process of evaluating and
reviewing the standards to make sure
they are up to date. In August alone,
the committee re-evaluated six standards, Headrick says.

They are also critial to promoting
the safety of those who use the products, and sometimes it can literally
be a matter of life and death.

“The biggest thing is making sure
we’re using the best available methods,” he says.

In 2018, after two years of work, a
committee of ASTM International, one
of the world’s largest standards-developing organizations, published requirements for bullet-resistant doors on
police vehicles.
The standard called for door panels to be made from a combination
of ceramic and fabric, with the ceramic material acting as the strike face
to break bullets that were made with
steel cores. Such ammunition was
increasingly being used in the high-powered weaponry that police were
encountering on the streets, according to ASTM. Panels made with basic, armoured steel often would not
stop bullets with steel cores.
The new specification standardized
protection levels and included language to help public safety agencies retrofit their vehicles or buy new ones with
the safer ceramic-fabric panels.
It was a dramatic example of how
standards evolve to keep up with new
technology, materials, and processes.
Perhaps not as dramatic, but
equally important in terms of safety and reliability, is the development
and evolution of standards to make refractories, the materials used to build
structure routinely subjected to high
temperatures.
The ASTM International Committee
C08 on Refractories was founded in
1914. Over its history, the committee
has defined what a refractory is, clas-
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Standards for the production of refractories have
evolved since 1914. Credit: RHI Magnesita

sified them by type and function, and
defined tests to determine their suitability for specific applications.
In the early decades of the committee’s existence, refractories were
used to build the linings of fireplaces,
kilns, and stills, among other applications. By the end of the 20th century,
refractories were used to line nuclear
reactors, and in the maufacturing of
reentry heat shields for space shuttles.

For example, for years, the only
method for measuring the chemistry
of materials was wet chemistry, and
the relevant standards only addressed
those methods. “Now, we have X-ray
fluorescence, X-ray diffraction, mass
spectroscopy, and we’ve had to rewrite our standards to take into account
these better methods that give better
results,” he says.
The committee is currently doing
a lot of work to make standards safer,
Headrick says, and to have them align
with the health and safety requirements of employers.

Some of the standards for measuring chemistry use materials that
are considered hazardous to health,
The new uses demanded standardi- leading the committee to look for alzed tests to benchmark performance ternative materials that are safer and
and to help evaluate and develop new can produce similar results.
materials.
“That’s the biggest evolution going
Bill Headrick has been involved on,” he says. “We’re going through
with creating and refining ASTM stan- all these standards and making sure
dards for more than 30 years, and he they’re as safe as possible.”
is currently working with Committee
C08 as the chair of the technical subIt is a deliberative process.
committee on monolithics.
Every five years, ASTM standards
Headrick is head of research and must be reviewed and reapproved by
development for alumina silicate pro- the appropriate subcommittee and
ducts for the Americas at RHI Mag- then by the main committee. Any nenesita, the world’s largest refractories gative comment about the proposed
company.
standards must be resolved before the
standard can be approved.
There are more than 100 standards
relating to refractories along, and the
“To pass a standard, you have to
manual on refractory standards is eliminate every single negative,” Heanearly an inch thick, he says. Com- drick says. “Once everyone is in full,
mittee members are engaged in a 100 percent agreement, then the stan-
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Setting the Standards:
How Standards
Enhance Quality &
Promote Reliability
(Continued from Page 6)

dard is published. That can take a
matter of months to a number of
years.”
For several years now, ASTM
committees and subcommittees
have worked on the standardization of the growing and developing field of additive manufacturing, the process of fabricating
parts and components layer by
layer using computer-aided design
rather than traditional manufacturing methods.
Improved technology, advanced
equipment and sensors, and more
suitable materials are driving the
productivity and reliability of AM
production, yet the rapid change
has pointed up the need for standardization, says Mohsen Seifi.
Seifi is ASTM’s director of global
additive manufacturing programs
that support standards development and other products and services at the organization. He also
oversees its Additive Manufacturing Center of Excellence, which
has the mission to bridge the gap
between standardization to research and development.
By 2008, the nascent additive
manufacturing industry had reached the point where standards
were needed.
”Without standards, it’s going to
be the Wild West,” Seifi says. “Industry needs standards for rapid
implementation of this technology for critical applications.”
Additive manufacturing’s shortened development cycle and more
efficient processes means products can be designed and produced
more quickly, but standardization
is necessary to create consistency
and reliability, and to serve as a
foundation for continued growth.
“Innovation is intevitable, but
without having standards in place, you can’t really drive this technology forward in terms of full
implementation and adoption to
satisfy regulation,” Seifi said.

Standards are constantly reviewed to keep up to date with advances in technology,
with two examples being the use of refractories in the space shuttle and in the linings of
nuclear reactors. Credit (left) Duke Energy; (right) NASA

“The reason is very clear,” he
adds. “You need to make sure
we’re all communicating the same
language and making products in
a repeatable and reliable fashion.”

“Once a standard is out, it has the
potential to become part of regulatory
frameworks and can get into federal
codes and referred to in federal contracts,” Seifi says.

ASTM’s committee on additive manufacturing technologies
has met since 2009, and now has
more than 1,000 members from
more than 35 countries who have
developed standards that support
the application and adoption of
additive manufacturing for diverse materials and processes across
various industry sectors.

One of the key trends on AM standardization is understanding the
challenges the technology brings in
regard to data management and schema, Seifi noted. The 3D printers and
their sensors can generate gigabytes,
sometimes terabytes, of data. “The
question is, what data to collect according to what standard and format,
and why?” he says. “Is that data you
collect findable, accessible and reuseable? Does it make sense to capture the data, and using what standard
method? What kind of intelligence can
we generate from the data to improve
the process.”

In 2011, ASTM International
and the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) signed an agreement paving the way
to create joint additive manufacturing standards in order to increase
collaboration and minimize duplication of efforts.
“If you are a user of this technology interested in fabricating parts and components, you are going
to receive the same results if you
produce a part at a service provider in the U.S. versus Europe versus Asia?” Seifi remarked. “That’s
where standards play a critical
role to make sure we manufacture
products in a consistent, reliable,
and repeatable manner.”
Another key reason for standards is to facilitate certification
of additively manufactured parts
from regulatory bodies such as the
Federal Aviation Administration,
NASA, Department of Defence,
Food and Drug Administration,
and many others.

“These are major standard gaps in
this space that ASTM is trying to fill,”
he adds.
In the cases of newer technologies
such as additive manufacturing and
older processes such as refractory
production, standards have helped advance processes, improve quality, and
enable those production methods to
be used reiably in a growing range of
industries applications.
For 				
additional
information on
ASTM International
visit www.astm.org.

Mohsen Seifi, ASTM International
WWW.TANDMMAG.COM
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Standard Developing Organizations
There are many organizations in the U.S. and around the world that work to develop standards for
their industries. Here are some that apply to manufacturing:
The Association for Manufacturing Technology:
Based in McLean, VA, the association promotes the interests of American manufacturing machinery and
equipment, including the standardization of technology used to run machines. www.amtonline.org
The American Nuclear Society:
Based in LaGrange Park, IL, the Society advances the development of nuclear science, engineering, and technology,
and maintains a standards committee and board. www.ans.org
The American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE):
Based in Atlanta, GA, the Society focuses on building systems, energy efficiency, indoor air quality, refrigeration,
and sustainability through research, standards writing, publishing, and continuing education. www.ashrae.org
American Society of Mechanical Engineers: Based in New York City, NY, the Society enables collaboration and skills
development across engineering disciplines through programs in continuing education, training and professional
development, codes and standards, research, conferences and publications. www.asme.org
ASTM International
Formerly known as American Society for Testing and Materials, ASTM International is an international standards 		
organization that develops and publishes consensus technical standards for a range of materials, products, systems,
and services. It is headquartered in West Conshohocken, PA, outside of Philadelphia. www.astm.org
International Code Council
Based in Washington, DC, the Council is an association of building safety professionals and a source of model
codes and standards that establish baselines for building safety. www.iccsage.org
The International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
Headquartered in Geneva, Switzerland, ISO is an international standard-setting body composed of representatives
from various national standards organizations. It promotes worldwide proprietary, industrial, and commercial
standards. www.iso.org
The International Committee for Information Technology Standards (INCITS)
Based in Washington, DC, this committee is a standards development organization composed of information
technology developers. www.incits.org
The International Society of Automation
Based in Research Triangle Park, NC, the Society is a technical society for engineers, technicians, businesspeople,
educators, and students, sets standards for industry professionals in automation. www.isa.org
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
Headquartered in Gaithersburg, MD, NIST is a nonregulatory federal agency within the U.S. Department of
Commerce that develops and disseminates standards that allow technology to work seamlessly and business to
operate smoothly.
NSF International
Based in Ann Arbor, MI, NSF International has developed more than 80 public health and safety standards, and
tests and certifies products to verify they meet those standards. www.nsf.org
SAE International
Previously known as the Society of Automotive Engineers, SAE International is a standards-developing organization
for engineering professionals in various industries based in Warrendale, PA. Its principal emphasis is on global 		
transport industries, such as aerospace, automotive, and commercial vehicles. www.sae.org
UL

Formerly known as Underwriters Laboratories, UL is a global safety certification company headquartered in
Northbrook, IL. It is approved to perform product safety testing by the U.S Occupational Safety and Health
Administration. www.ul.com

Listing provided by: Mohsen Seifi, ASTM International
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by Craig Grider, Assistant
Chief Engineer - Intertek
INDUSTRY

Harmonized Standard for Commercial
Refrigerating Appliances & Ice Makers
FOCUS

In late September of 2024, the industry
will see a change to certification requirements. Since this change was not driven
by any existing safety issues or concerns,
but instead comes from an industry need
for global harmonization, some certifications of existing products may be allowed
to continue to be certified under the previous set of UL and CSA standards. Manufacturers and interested stakeholders
will need to check with their certifying
body or test agency to determine if an
existing certified product is required to
update. In general, UL/CSA 60335-2-89
covers common hazards presented by
appliances like refrigerated display/storage cabinets or trolley cabinet, service/
self-service counters, and blast chillers/
freezers.
Currently the 1st Edition of UL 603352-89 and CSA C22.2 No. 60335-2-89 is published and available for certification of
new or existing products. The 2nd Edition is completing development and may
be available late 2021 or early 2022. The
2nd Edition will align with the latest version of IEC 60335-2-89 with an expanded
scope to include icemakers and refrigeration equipment previously certified under
UL 1995/CSA C22.2 No. 236. The new edition will also provide better coverage for
partial units for both direct and indirect
systems, give clearer product type specific requirements, and there will be an
expansion in coverage for equipment and
systems that utilize higher charge limits
of a designated flammable refrigerant.
These harmonized standards will be
helpful to manufacturers seeking access
to multiple global markets and attention
was given to ensure existing certified products would not require full retesting;
however, there are several key changes to
note.

Construction
While the previous standards focused
on construction, material properties, and
WWW.TANDMMAG.COM

compliance to industry standards to verify
that components operate within specifications, the harmonized standard focuses on
testing these components and assemblies
within the appliance to meet safety requirements. There are also major differences in
construction requirements that may require
design changes or relaxation. These include:
• A Canadian deviation requiring evaluation
to CAN/CSA-C22.2 No. 0 (CEC),
• Less stringent creepage and clearance
distances, in many cases
• Less stringent strength test requirements
for refrigerant-containing parts
• Different probes for access to live and
moving parts: an IEC probe may be able to
access a moving part (like a condenser
fan) where a UL probe would not; this
must be considered during construction.

as polymerics, may require additional
testing to new standards, especially those
which support current carrying connections within the appliance.

Markings and Instructions
Many of the markings requirements in UL 60335-2-89 are similar to those
of previous UL refrigeration standards;
however, there are several new markings
required when moving to UL 60335-2-89:
• Ingress protection marking is required
for outdoor units rated at least IPX4
• Units of physical quantities and their
symbols must now include those of the
international standardized system
• A symbol of supply is required for
three-phase models
• Protective earthing (grounding)
terminals should be indicated by the
symbol of IEC 60417-5019
• Maximum allowable pressure markings for low- and high-side pressures
of appliances with greater than 150g of
charge and pre-charged line sets.

Refrigeration including freezers, display cabinets,
self-service counters and blast chillers will see a
change to certification requirements in 2024.

Components

The 60335 standards also have specifications for instructions provided with
the appliance. Instructions must address
safety of children and persons with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge. They must include precautions to
be taken during installation, means of
disconnecting stationary appliances not
provided with a supply cord and plug,
and considerations for equipment intended for use at altitudes exceeding 2000m.
There should also be information on
what to do if the supply cord is damaged
and how to fix equipment to its support
or build it into a structure.

(PHOTO)

It is important to remember that compliance with the standard for the relevant
component does not necessarily ensure
compliance with the requirements of the
new standard. Components that have not
been previously tested and shown to comply
with the standard for the relevant component must be tested according to the requirements of this standard. Even certified or
recognized components must be compared
to the requirements of 60335-1 and 60335-289 to determine acceptability. Components
comprised of non-metallic materials, such
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For additional information visit
www.intertek.com.

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

Information Management for
Product Safety & Product
Liability

I

nformation is key to any design engineer. With new technology, it is
even more important today since it
is easier to create, keep, find, receive, transfer and destroy information. All of this information is important to show why your product turned
out the way it did, and why it is reasonably
safe. It can also show that the manufacturer did not do enough to consider safety and
product liability during the development of
the product or can confirm that the product
is unsafe and could have been made safer.
While employees come and go and change jobs within an organization, the design
plans, engineering drawings, production
procedures, safety memoranda, and marketing strategies that they have created represent a historical record of the safety that a
manufacturer included in the product. These records can significantly help or hurt a
manufacturer or product seller, especially
in the event of product liability litigation.
Unfortunately, no one knows whether this
information will help or hurt until a lawsuit
is brought and the manufacturer has to respond to discovery and produce information
asked for by the plaintiffs. In addition, there
may be information that could be helpful,
but which was written in a way that could
possibly benefit the plaintiff. Perhaps even
more frustrating, there may also be records
reflecting safety activities that were created
but then destroyed before litigation arose.
The pervasiveness of electronic records has
changed how manufacturers create, store and
destroy all types of records, electronic and
otherwise. In addition, the growth in popularity of the Internet and social networking
media has created more opportunities for
the dissemination of potentially harmful information to the government, and to potential plantiffs and their attorneys. Retails and
standards groups have started demanding
that manufacturers employ state-of-the-art
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and which describes the procedures that
were used to evaluate a product’s safety.

safety processes and provide evidence of
that compliance. Product liability and product safety laws have proliferated around the
world, making it necessary for a manufacturer to keep track of and record everything
that is going on with its products and all of
its components inside and outside the U.S.
Bottom line, a manufacturer must create records, electronic or hard copy, to confirm its efforts to make safe products and to possibly fix
unsafe products that have been sold. In doing
so, a manufacturer should create records that
will accurately and completely describe these
efforts and think about how it might need to
tell its story to a jury, customers, plaintiffs’ attorneys, or the government.

Importants of Information for
Product Safety & Liability
During the design, manufacturing and marketing phases, a manufacturer’s goal is to make
a product that reasonably balances the risk
of injury from use of the product against the
product’s functionality, utility, durability, price and other attributes. If accidents do occur
and product liability claims and litigation result, a manufacturer will hopefully have evidence that it undertook sufficient measures
to make a product that is reasonably safe.
Thus, a manufacturer should have created
and retained information that evidences its
interest in safety and regulatory compliance,

10

However, many lawyers feel that records
that identify and quantify risk and describe design, production and marketing processes can only hurt manufacturers and
rarely help their client’s case. So, they may
discourage manufacturers from creating or
retaining such information, especially those that are harmful and difficult to explain.
Those lawyers do have a point, especially
when engineers challenge and question safety during a product’s development phase.
Despite that, each manufacturer must
decide how to balance the risk of creating
and retaining information that hopefully
will help but could, in the wrong hands, be
misconstrued, taken out of context, and used
against the manufacturer in a product liability lawsuit. The goal is to create truthful and
complete information concerning product
safety and product liability that will hopefully be helpful. There is no choice — documentation will more likely help than hurt a
manufacturer.

Information That Can Hurt
Instances where manufacturers have suffered substantial losses because of “bad documents” are well-known. For example, juries
sometimes react angrily toward manufacturers that consider the value of lives during
design. What juries apparently don’t like is
that the records do more than consider cost
and safety and instead associate product cost
with the value of human life and the value of
settling cases for presumed future incidents.
The lesson that can be drawn from such
cases is not that manufacturers should avoid
(Continued next page)

Information
Management for
Product Safety &
Product Liability
(Continued from Page 10)
creating or retaining such information concerning design and manufacturing processes and procedures. Rather, the lesson is
that they need to train employees on how to
write truthfully and defensively, as will be
discussed in a subsequent article, and how
to respond to someone who raises safety
concerns. Manufacturers should do this not
only for litigation purposes, but also to clearly and accurately record the rationale for
their design and manufacturing decisions.

A Lack of Information Can Also
Hurt

Accurate safety records ensure product
compliance and potential product liability
issues.
In addition to having information that cause
problems, a lack of information can also hurt
the defense of a case. For example, even if an
engineer can remember doing safety testing,
a jury may not believe that a manufacturer
performed the tests if the manufacturer did
not create or keep records about those tests.
In addition, in many cases, there may be no
one available who remembers the reasoning
behind certain decisions. Testimony about
tests that an engineer remembers conducting years ago may not sway a jury if there
are no records supporting the testimony.
In addition, one of the most significant
defenses against a product liability claim is
that there were no prior, similar accidents involving a product or earlier versions
of that product. Without good records supporting the lack of similar accidents, an
opponent can defeat efforts to present this
defense. Therefore, getting rid of records
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describing prior accidents or the lack of
accidents can be harmful to the defense.

Information That Can Hurt
In addition to a systematic record of prior
accidents or lack of accidents, records evidencing a concern for safety and “trying to
do the right thing” will go a long way toward
at least defusing any thoughts by plaintiffs
of seeking punitive damages. Records proving compliance with mandatory or voluntary safety standards are particularly important. Post-sale records evidencing efforts
to investigate accidents and incidents, and
to consider appropriate post-sale activities
such as a product safety repair program or
a recall can be crucial in defending the adequacy of the corrective program, especially
when it can be proven that the plaintiff received a recall notice before the accident.
The reality is that if your company doesn’t
have any safety programs in place, has safety
programs but failed to create good records,
or has thrown away the records that were
created, the plaintiff may believe that they
can convince a jury that the manufacturer
didn’t care about safety. On the other hand,
if your company has safety programs and has
the records to prove it, the plaintiff will likely
obtain them and then will have to decide if
that evidence could make the manufacturer
look responsible. As an attorney, I’d rather
defend the adequacy of a comprehensive
and documented safety program any day.

Post-Sale Records
The potential liability of a manufacturer or
product seller for negligence after sale of a
product is well-known. In addition, current
U.S. regulatory and common law requirements apply to information that was obtained or should reasonably have been obtained that identify an unsafe condition. The
potential liability for violations of regulatory
laws is growing as more foreign governments
implement consumer product safety legislation. These laws contain a duty to report to
the government if certain threshold safety
events occur. This enhanced focus makes it
even more important for a manufacturer to
gather, analyze, and document safety information received from anywhere in the world.

(PHOTO)

Anything less than a “reasonable” effort
to obtain and analyze post-sale information,
wherever in the world it comes from, may be
considered negligent by a U.S. jury in determining whether a manufacturer should have
known about the problem before an accident
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occurred or by a government agency in deciding whether the manufacturer should have
reported the safety issue to the government.
The growth of the Internet and social
networking media have made it even easier to find post-sale information and easier
for manufacturers to receive this information from those who want to communicate
with them about it. Many of these records
and reports will be unverified, overstated,
inaccurate, and incomplete. Consequently,
manufacturers must decide when to follow
up and investigate such reports to determine the facts and to minimize avoidable
problems that these reports could cause.
Being aware of all information—good
and bad, true and untrue, complete and incomplete—can be helpful if a company can
identify the truthful information, adequately
evaluate and document it, and take any warranted corrective actions.

Conclusion
In the history of product liability litigation,
information has proven both helpful and
harmful to plaintiffs and defendants. Even
though some records may ultimately turn
out to be harmful, a manufacturer must
proactively establish a record management
system that ensures compliance with legal
requirements and results in the creation
of a story of the development and life of a
product. The system should also include
procedures, education and training that will
minimize the creation of misleading and
unnecessarily harmful information. These
subjects will be covered in part 2 of this
article (next issue).
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TESTING SOLUTIONS

Fundamentals of
Electrical Safety
Testing
BY CHAD CLARK - VITREK

Electrical safety testers – often referred to as “hipot” testers – are an integral part of electrical

and electronic equipment manufacturing. Hipot testers get their name from the high-potential
(high voltage) they produce to perform dielectric withstand and insulation resistance tests. In

addition to these tests, many hipot testers provide accurate low-resistance measurements and
low-resistance/high-current outputs to test ground resistance and ground bond integrity.

Hipot testing has long been a standard procedure for assuring the electrical safety of electronic
equipment. Early commercial hipot testers were actually not much more than a step-up

transformer to adjust to applied voltage in stepped increases over prescribed time segments

to test for leakage or component breakdown. This method could easily lead to incorrect results
when leakage current caused the voltage output from a high impedance transformer source

to droop. Modern hipot testers utilize electronic source technology to assure compliance with

IEC-61010 that explicitly requires that “the voltage test equipment shall be able to maintain the
required voltage for the specified period of time.”

WWW.TANDMMAG.COM
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Product Safety Certification
Electrical safety testing and certification is a requirement for

Work is being done to harmonize standards from global

The details of what constitutes a certified product is

•

virtually every electronic device and electrical apparatus.

dependent upon a daunting number (hundreds) of safety

standards and the region of the world where the device will
be sold and used. Standards setting organizations include:
•
•
•

EN / IEC (European)
UL (US)

JEIDA / MITI (Japan)

•
•

CCC (China)

CSA (Canada)

Manufacturers must submit samples of their products to

agencies. For example:

The IEC 61800-5-1 is a safety standard specified by the

International Electrotechnical Commission for adjustable

speed electrical power drive systems. It covers the safety

aspects related to electrical, thermal and energy. The former
UL standard (UL508C) has now been supplanted by new
standard, harmonized with the IEC requirements.
•

The UL document announcing this change put it this way:

recognized certification agencies. Nationally Recognized

“This harmonization work was undertaken with the

and others. The agency certification process is conducted

upon and adopting IEC requirements, would incorporate

compliance evaluation investigates two key areas:

requirements (NFPA 70, US National Electrical Code). This

Certification Laboratories (NRTLs) include UL, VDE, FM, ETL

intent of creating a standard that, while being based

to confirm compliance with the relevant standard(s). This

national differences that would address U.S. installation

1. Construction - Mechanical construction, spacing,
clearances, etc.
2. Safety – To assure safe operation (even under
high-stress conditions)

goal has largely been accomplished in all cases.”

(PHOTO)

To further help manufacturers address this often-bewildering
array of international (and sometimes conflicting) standards,
the Power Sources Manufacturers Association (PSMA) has

established a standing committee and forum on its website.

Production Electric Safety Testing
Electrical safety testing is an important final step in the

devices will also be subjected to ground resistance and (if

equipment to:

transformers and other such devices will likely include

production process for most electrical and electronic

•
•
•

Assure compliance safety agency labeling requirements
Detect defective components or assembly flaws
Reduce incidence of latent field failures and the
attendant warranty costs

Once in production, products must be 100% tested to

confirm compliance with the related agency certifications

and safety standards. Production tests are less stringent than
initial certification but will generally include basic dielectric

withstand and shock hazard (leakage) tests. Plug-connected

WWW.TANDMMAG.COM

the standard requires) ground bond tests. Electrical motors,
insulation resistance tests.

Periodic inspection and calibration of test equipment is
a standard requirement to maintain NRTL certification.

Agency inspection will include check of hipot instrument

calibration certification. This “cal cert” is typically required on
an annual basis. (UL and other NRTLs require compliance

certification with ISO17025.) Another common requirement
prescribed by most NRTLs is a daily functional test of the
hipot equipment.
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Dielectric Withstand - Hipot
The basic hipot test applies a high voltage from the

typically requires special fixturing to connect the non-

This test is often referred to as “dielectric” or “voltage”

Defects that are often detected with the hipot test include

conductors to the chassis of the device-under-test (DUT).
withstand. Its purpose is to confirm that the insulation and

isolation of the non-conducting surfaces from the operating
voltage is sufficient to avoid a shock hazard. The typical

specification for this test is: 1000V + 2 x normal operating
voltage.

conductive outer shell to a conductive element.

contamination (dirt, debris) and lack of proper spacing
(creepage and clearance) of components. Creepage is

measured across surfaces, clearance is the air gap between
components. Contamination would likely cause an

unacceptable level of leakage current. Clearance problems

Both AC and DC hipot tests are possible and, in general,

could result in breakdown.

the test should use the same type of voltage as it would be

during normal operation. However, if a DC hipot test is used
on an AC circuit, the hipot voltage should be two times the
peak (2 x 1.4 x RMS)+ 1000V.

Depending on the applicable standard, units pass this test
if either:
•
•

the leakage current measured is less than the
maximum allowable current
no breakdown occurs, i.e., no sudden and
uncontrolled flow of current

Figure 1. Hipot is applied to both conductors and leakage is
measured in return circuit through the ground connection

For double-insulated products, higher voltages will often be

specified in the test standard. In addition, this class of device

Desirable Dielectric Withstand Test Features

•

Adjustable maximum output voltage:
-

5KV is adequate for many applications

-

Higher voltages (up to 30KV) may be required

-

AC and DC outputs

-

Excellent regulation – both line and load

-

Controllable ramp rates, dwell times and
discharge features

-

Phase angle measurement of leakage
current – capacitive coupling detection

-

Some standards allow for in-phase and quadrature
current to be measured separately. Leakage current
due to capacitive coupling may not be a safety
concern

WWW.TANDMMAG.COM

•

Min/max pass / fail current limits:
-

•

Separate limits during ramp

Programmable multichannel testing

Figure 2. Vitrek’s V7X Hipot Tester is well-suited
to the requirements of electrical safety production
testing.
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Insulation Resistance
Insulation resistance testing is likely to be required in

motor winding, transformer winding and other applications
involving cabling or insulated wire. Insulation resistance
testing typically involves confirming that the resistance
exceeds a defined high resistance value.

In many instances, insulation resistance needs to be

measured between several conductors. Examples include
cable/connector assemblies, multiconductor cables and

relays. To make this measurement, all the conductors except
one are shorted together and the test voltage is applied
from the remaining conductor across the bundled ones.

Each wire is then, in turn, tested in this fashion (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Voltage is applied to one conductor at a time
while adjacent conductors are bundled. Resistance is
calculated based on leakage current.

Desirable Insulation Resistance Test Features
•

Wide range of selectable test voltages

•

Multichannel programmable testing

•

Accurate/repeatable high-resistance measurement

•

Pass on steady and increasing voltage

•

Programmable high-voltage switching accessory

Figure 4. Vitrek’s 964i offers automated
multi-conductor, multi-point hipot
testing.

Ground Continuity
Ground continuity testing is performed to confirm that the

Vitrek’s TL-UP1 accessory (Figure 5) is an example of an

earth ground pin on the power plug. This assures protection

With its 4-foot leads, the accessory offers easy hipot and

conductive chassis of a device is safely connected to the
against shock hazards even if the equipment suffers an

internal short to the chassis. The current would be shunted

accessory device the simplifies ground continuity test setup.
continuity test connection of corded products.

via the ground wire and would likely trip the breaker or blow
the fuse.

Ground continuity is performed by applying a low current

(e.g., 50 mA) and calculating the resistance from the ground
pin on the power plug to selected locations on the exposed
surfaces of the DUT. Desirable ground continuity features
include:
•
•

Figure 5. The Vitrek TL-UP1 Test Adaptor accepts
popular North American, European & Asian style
power cords.

Accurate, repeatable low resistance meter
Plug adaptor accessory to speed testing

WWW.TANDMMAG.COM
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Ground Bond
Where ground continuity measures the resistance of the

bond is solid, the current passes without a change in

the integrity of the connection. Using the same test setup,

induce a failure of the bond.

safety ground connection, the ground bond test assures

a high current is passed through the circuit. If the ground

resistance. If weak, the resistive heating of the current would

Desirable Dielectric Withstand Test Features
•

Accurate high current source

•

Programmable test currents and test times

•

Plug adaptor accessory to speed testing

•

4-wire milliohmmeter - providing a Kelvin connection
for highly accurate low resistance measurements

Figure 6. The Vitrek 952i is representative of the highest performance hipot
testers featuring up to 40A ground bond capability and 4-wire teraohm
insulation resistance measurement capability.

Hipot Test Station Set Up
Because there is no substitute for operator competence, the

necessary tests and storing them in memory. There should

safe testing environment can’t be overstated. The operator

should be used for each individual device being tested. The

importance of having trained personnel as the first step to a
should be in good health; operators with special medical

conditions should not work with high voltage. All operators
should understand that high voltage is dangerous, and care

must be taken to avoid contact with energized circuits. They
should have knowledge of the effects of electrical currents

on the human body and how best to avoid shock hazards.

be a procedure available showing which memory location
procedure should also outline the test being performed
(AC or DC, voltage, test time and limits). The operator

should use the key lock feature on the tester. This will avoid
programs being changed to unknown values.

Those who train the operators should explain the object

Operators should also be taught compression-only CPR.

of each test, show how it should be executed, and show

Operators must understand the workings and importance

may occur. Make sure each operator understands how

of safety interlocks and why the interlocks should never be

disabled. They must also understand the hazards of wearing
metallic jewelry around electrical equipment and show how
to interrupt power quickly in emergency situations.

how to handle every normal and abnormal situation that
much he or she can handle alone and when supervisory

personnel should be called in for help. They should hold

regular meetings to review and update safety procedures
and regulations.

Other operator requirements include programing the

WWW.TANDMMAG.COM
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Location of the Hipot Test Station
The next step is determining where the test station will be

The work area and bench surface should consist of non-

located. The test area should be isolated from the factory

metallic materials; which means that metal work surfaces

assure the safety of passersby and, of course, the safety of

between operator and DUT. All other metal objects should

assembly area. It should be located away from foot traffic to
the station operator. Operator distractions should be kept to
a minimum and the area should be conspicuously marked

with internationally approved signage, such as “DANGER -

HIGH VOLTAGE.” During testing, the hipot tester itself should

have indicator lights to denote when high voltage is present.
There should be ample and reliable power supplied to the
test station. Verify that the power wiring meets electrical

code requirements for polarization and grounding. Always
use an outlet that has a properly connected protection
ground and make sure this ground has been tested to

insure a low impedance path to the panel ground and earth
bonded ground. Operator injury may result if the hipot

should be avoided, and metal objects should not be placed
be grounded or be out of the test area all together. An
ESD mat is not a recommended platform for your test

station, as it may cause erroneous readings for leakage

and is unnecessary in this application. In addition, the test

equipment should provide for immediate and safe removal
of the output voltage using internal discharge circuity at

the conclusion of the test or if the test is interrupted. Never
remove power for the hipot tester. If there is a power

interruption, use extreme care in any contact with the DUT.
The safest approach is to leave the DUT connected to

the hipot tester until power is restored and the tester can
conduct its discharge function.

tester is not connected to earth ground properly.

Operator Safety Considerations
The test station should have sufficient space for the tester

Spacing the switches prevents an operator from trying to

DUT to access the tester. The tester should be at least three

voltage can be applied to the output terminals and DUT

and the DUT without the operator having to reach over the
inches away from the wall to provide proper airflow for the

unit. Ideally, the DUT should be isolated from the operator
and tester. For larger DUTs, which are wheeled to the test

station, the cart should be non-conductive and have locking
wheels. (This also applies if the tester needs to be wheeled

to the DUT.) Keep the area clean and neat and arrange the

equipment so that it is easy and safe for the operator to use.
There are many safety features that can be added to the

press both buttons down with one hand or object. No high
until both switches are pressed simultaneously. The operator
cannot touch the DUT or test leads if both hands are on

the palm switches. The palm switches are connected to the

digital I/O on the hipot tester. When the switches are in the
down position the start is enabled. Once one switch goes
up the safety interlock is enabled, terminating the output
voltage of the hipot test. This method is safe, quick and
effective.

test station to prevent the operator from encountering high

voltage, such as guards or enclosures. When placed around
a DUT they should be non-conducting and be equipped

with safety interlocks that interrupt all high voltages when

open. Interlocks should be arranged so that operators are
never exposed to high voltages under any conditions.

In addition, it is easy to implement circuit palm switches

that prevent the operator from encountering high voltage

during testing. The basic operation of a palm switch requires
the operator to use both hands to initiate a test with,

potentially, a foot switch to activate the test. If one or both

Figure 7a & b. Alternative setups for bench-top hipot test

hands are removed from the switches while testing, the test
is immediately stopped. The switches are placed directly in
front of the operator and spaced shoulders-width apart.
WWW.TANDMMAG.COM
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Operator Safety Considerations
Figure 7 illustrates two alternative approaches to setup of a

More elaborate test stations can include a hipot testers

test bench and a combination of palm switches and a foot

light curtain, which is an infrared light beam that will open

benchtop hipot test. In Figure 7a, the DUT is placed on the
switch ensure that the operator cannot make contact with

the DUT while the test is underway. The operator is wearing
safety glasses. As a practical matter, the use of palm

switches is typically restricted to short-duration tests done

on a repetitive basis with a series of DUTs. If this test set up
is used for longer tests, operators will find a way to defeat
the palm switches.

In figure 7(b), the DUT is placed under a protective cover

interlock. One safety method that utilizes the interlock is a
the interlock if anyone interrupts any part of the beam. The
output of the light curtain is connected to the interlock

terminal on the hipot tester. If the interlock is open, high
voltage is immediately terminated. The light curtain is

placed in between the hipot tester or the DUT and the

operator. For the operator to touch the high voltage they

would have to pass through the light curtain, hence opening
the interlock, which will terminate the high voltage.

with interlock to isolate the operator during the test. The

If the hipot is placed behind the light curtain there must

operator safety, particularly when testing requires longer

Keep in mind you must ensure that nobody can reach the

use of an enclosure is a more reliable means to assuring
time periods.

be a way to start the test. A foot switch is an easy solution.
high voltage by going around the light curtain.

Test Setup
On a regular basis, typically at the start of every shift, the

all test parameters, according to the test documentation,

to both PASS and FAIL samples. These samples should be

test can then be conducted, keeping in mind the safety

tester itself should be checked by connecting the tester
designed to confirm the proper operation of the tester

are displayed on the tester screen. Operation of the
considerations described in this article.

(PHOTO)

based on the type(s) of tests to be conducted (hipot,

insulation resistance, ground resistance and ground bond).

An appendix to this article provides a useful operator

Once all of the connections are made and the prescribed

station.

test procedure is selected, the operator should confirm that

checklist for the setup and safe operation of a hipot test

Conclusion
Electrical safety testing is a universal requirement for electrical
and electronic equipment. Testing to the specific regional

requirements can be a daunting task that is simplified by the
programmable features and functionality of advanced hipot
testers.

Electrical safety testing, by its very nature, requires strict
adherence to procedures to assure operator safety.

For a FREE demonstration call (858) 689-2755, E-Mail info@
vitrek.com or visit us online at www.vitrek.com/tm2

NRTLs in every region of the world provide

services to certify compliance with the specific
standards and then regularly inspect the

equipment and testing facilities used to perform
production testing.

The capabilities of Vitrek’s advanced electrical safety testing

equipment have been proven to be essential to efficient and
accurate testing to the specific requirements of the devices
under test.
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Test & Measurement Industry & Product News!
Visit www.tandmmag.com to view the full releases!

Mahr Introduces New MarForm MMQ 500 Form

New Exoskeleton Standard Establishes Ergonomic

February 12, 2021-Mahr Introduces New MarForm MMQ

February 18, 2021- New Exoskeleton Standard Establishes

Form—Featuring New Levels of Flexibility PROVIDENCE,

2021 – ASTM International’s committee on exoskeletons

Tester

500 Form Tester Designed for Precise Measurement of

RI – February 10, 2021 – Mahr Inc., a global manufacturer

of precision measurement equipment used for dimensional
metrology, today introduced its new MarForm MMQ 500,

which extends Mahr’s benchtop form tester portfolio with
new levels of speed and flexibility. The MMQ 500 features

optimized machine design and construction for the highest
stability, precision, and speed. Powerful software enables
both setup and measurement to be automated and

extremely fast. The MarForm MMQ 500 is designed for
speed.

Portable Generator Manufacturers Set New

Standard for Safe Generator Use

February 6, 2021 Portable Generator Manufacturers Set

New Standard for Safe Generator Use ANSI/PGMA G300 is

the only comprehensive standard for safe, rigorously tested,
high-performance portable generators.February 2, 2021—
Portable generators are vital to the building trades, acting

as a convenient, easy-to-move source of spot power on job
sites. But, like any tool, safe and proper use is critical to a

safe outcome. With portable generators, that means never
operating a generator indoors or in any enclosed space,
thereby limiting exposure to carbon monoxide (CO).
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Parameters

Ergonomic ParametersW. CONSHOHOCKEN, Pa., Feb. 16,
and exosuits (F48) has approved a new standard that will
help establish ergonomic parameters and test metrics.

“This new practice provides functional ergonomic criteria
to consider for the design, production, and evaluation

of exoskeletons within the domains of industry, military,
medical, first responders, and recreational,” says ASTM
International board member Christopher Reid. “When
designing, natural unassisted human postures and

movements, as well as the resulting strain and fatigue

experienced by people, should be considered for the endusers inside of exoskeletons.”

Yokogawa Launches New Advanced Tool for Testing

Electric Vehicles

February 18, 2021 Yokogawa Launches New Advanced
Tool for Testing Electric Cars. As companies develop more
energy efficient technologies for electric vehicles it requires

(PHOTO)

a highly detailed view of an application’s electrical and

mechanical behavior. Yokogawa has announced the release
of a new measurement product that will offer new levels
of insight into complex electrical and mechanical systems.
The DL950 is suited for applications such as testing electric
vehicles and SiC/GaN inverters, as well as ECUs, sensors
and in-vehicle communications networks.
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Advancing Electrical Safety in the
Global Appliance Markets
BY PIERRE PEREZ - MOLEX

Safety and quality are paramount
for appliance manufacturers striving
to deliver a positive customer experience while successfully competing
in global markets. Electrical products designed for consumers, howevercome with inherent risks. Human er
ror and misuse of appliances, short
circuits and wiring account for many
of these dangers. In order to mitigate
some of them, the reliability of electrical components housed in appliances
is a high priority for industry leaders.
Home Appliance Safety: An Industry
Priority
Resistance to heat and fire is one of
the primary safety issues in appliance design. Although global fire death
rates have fallen over the past several
decades, a majority of fires (about 60
percent) and most fire casualties, occur in the home, according to a report
by the Austrian Standards Institute.
Electrical appliances are often an underlying factor. For example, unattended equipment was the number one
source of home fires in the U.S. from
2012 through 2016, while electrical
failures or malfunctions were the second leading source, according a 2019
report by the National Fire Protection
Association.
Manufacturers strive to take swift
action to protect consumers when
a potentially harmful or dangerous
product defect becomes known. At
any given time, due to known safety
concerns, millions of gas and electric
ranges, refrigerators, dishwashers,
clothes dryers and washers, and small
appliances are on recall lists. This causes several problems. First, recalls are
not only exorbitantly costly for manufacturers but also can have a lasting
negative impact on a brand’s reputation. Additionally, consumers must
be aware and proactive in registering
products and taking recommended
actions when notified of recalls, behavior that manufacturers cannot rely
on.
WWW.TANDMMAG.COM

tests specify the flammability of the
materials on a scaled rating system
(HB, V-0, V-1, V-2). While UL ratings
may be used to prequalify or confirm
the general burn rate of a material, it
is important to understand that flame
resistance and safety may vary widely
in appliances and other applications.
Also, materials that are UL rated V-0
or V-2, for example, do not necessarily meet NiChrome or Glow Wire requirements, which entails additional
testing.
Safety and quality are paramount for appliance
manufacturers striving to deliver a positive
customer experience.

Glow Wire Testing
The International Electrical Commission (IEC) developed Glow Wire
standards to test the potential effects
of an overloaded circuit or overheated
component in a home appliance. Most
of the industry now demands Glow
Wire testing compliance for connectors and other components intended
for use in appliances. The Glow Wire
testing methodology can be found in
the IEC 60695-2 series.

As a result, the appliance industry
strongly supports the development
and strengthening of standards to improve product and consumer safety.
Most appliance safety standards and
certifications evolved through extensive testing, data and collaboration within the industry yet remain largely voluntary. Manufacturers have a vested
interest in protecting consumers by
delivering high-quality products that
Glow Wire requirements for unatmeet or exceed UL, Glow Wire and/or tended appliances are more stringent
NiChrome testing certifications.
than those for attended appliances.
The standard requires that insulation
Underwriters Laboratories (UL)
materials, including the connector
Standards
housing, conductor insulation and
printed circuit boards in all circuits
An independent organization ba- carrying more than 0.20A, be able to
sed in the United States, Underwriters resist ignition in the event of Glow
Laboratories provides safety-related Wire overload. The requirements are
certification, validation, inspection lower for attended appliances and
and testing services for product ma- unattended appliances with currents
terials, including those commonly lower than 0.20A.
used in appliance wiring systems and
connectors. The UL 94 Standard for
Designed to identify the tendency of
Flammability of Plastic Materials for the connector material to melt and/or
Parts in Devices and Appliances in- catch fire when wires are overloaded,
cludes small-scale tests to evaluate the Glow Wire testing specifically measuflammability of polymeric (plastic) res ignition resistance of the plastic or
materials in response to a small, open- resin connector material. Glow Wire
-flame or radiant-heat source under testing utilizes an indirect flame, whicontrolled laboratory conditions.
ch differs from the direct-flame methods outlined in the UL specification.
The UL 94 standard provides a me- In order to pass the Glow Wire tests,
thod for rating the ignition characte- connectors must be molded in materistics of plastic materials used in de- rials that can specifically conform to
vices and appliances. A range of burn the IEC Glow Wire Ignition Tempe20

Advancing Electrical
Safety in the Global
Appliance Markets
(Continued from Page 20)

Comparing Flammability Tests

The Molex Advantage

rature (GWIT) and the IEC Glow
Wire Flammability Index (GWFI)
standards.

Glow Wire and NiChrome are
the specific electrical standard
tests, and the UL conducts these
tests and others, including tests
for UL 94 compliance. Below is a
table that compares and contrasts these common home appliance
standards.

In response to the global needs of
our customers in the appliance industry, Molex offers a portfolio of components that are UL 94 V0 and Glow Wire
compliant. We also have begun to design connectors, such as the Mini-Fit
Sigma Connector System, that uses a
resin that, in our internal screen tests and in most of the end-use cases
analyzed, passed the NiChrome test in
end applications.

NiChrome Wire Component
Bench Tests
NiChrome wire testing is performed with heat contact at the
appliance level, simulating the
effect of an overheated electrical
connection, with temperatures
ranging up to 1000˚C (1800˚F),
which is higher than the temperatures of other testing methods.
NiChrome wire testing is included in multiple UL Major Appliance standards, and there is a continuous effort to improve the test
and extend it to IEC standards. In
fact, UL and IEC are collaborating
to establish a NiChrome wire bench testing protocol.
Major appliance manufacturers typically burn entire units in
the process of doing this appliance-level testing. They may burn
as many as 25 to 35 test units for
a new appliance design. To help
contain testing costs, Molex conducts NiChrome filtration-system
procedures at the component level. Then, based on both those test
results and our past experience,
we will recommend those components that most likely won’t propagate fire to other parts of the
appliance and, therefore, can help
them pass the test.

Global
manufacturers
are
seeking cost-effective, standardized solutions that conform to a
wider range of specifications and
requirements, to ensure the safety
of their products and customers
around the world. For example,
though the U.S. doesn’t require
Glow Wire testing for appliances
sold domestically, American manufacturers often sell their products in Europe and must comply
with Glow Wire testing requirements as a result. Therefore, standardized testing and Glow Wire-compliant connectors are needed
in most regions — and are preferred by leading manufacturers
around the world.

UL-94

For more information visit www.Molex.com.

Glow Wire

NiChrome

Evaluates flammability Measures ignition
of polymeric (plastic)
resistance of plastic or
materials and their
resin material.
tendencies to
extinguish.

Is a heat contact test
that simulates the
effects of overheated
electrical connections.

For components used
in devices and
appliances

For components used
in home appliances

For components used
in home appliances

Uses open flame or
radiant heat source to
which part is
exposed (direct flame)

Uses a heated Glow
Wire element that is
pressed into the
connector (indirect
flame)

Uses a heat source up
to 1000oC (higher than
other tests) to make
contact with
component

Tests done on
component level

Tests done on material
and component level

Tests done within
appliances

FIG. A

FIG. B

Fig. A - Micro-Fit Plus Receptacle
with TPA
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Molex Glow Wire capable connectors come in many popular styles to
meet all safety and environmental
requirements mandated by the home
appliance industry and many of them
are also UL 94V0 compliant. In fact,
numerous Molex wire-to-wire and
wire-to-board connector housings, in
a range of styles and configurations
are available in both UL 94- and Glow
Wire-compatible materials. In addition to strengthening electrical safety,
many of these connectors also provide
premium features in appliance applications.
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Fig. B - Link 396
Connector System

FIG. C

Fig. C - Mini Fit Sigma
Receptacle

TESTING SOLUTIONS

What is OTA Testing, and
Why Is It Increasingly
Important for 5G?
BY ELEMENT

Testing is an important phase of bringing a product to market, not only to validate its design
specification but also to mimic real-world situations and provide the designer with the
confidence that it will behave as intended.

Product testing is either performed by the designer or manufacturer of the product/system
(typically earlier in the design process) or by third-party test laboratories. Regulations

and mandatory industry approvals typically require third-party testing. In wireless systems,

there are two methods of determining the wireless functions’ performance – either testing
over the air (OTA); or conducted measurements using cables to interface with the product
under test directly. In the case of 5G products, there is an increased reliance on OTA testing

because the frequencies are such that the cables could dramatically change the product’s

behavior. The frequencies used are so high that the electrical signals will not suitably propagate
along cables.

WWW.TANDMMAG.COM
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Background (continued from page 22)
This has significant implications for designers of 5G products

as directed by industry approvals (such as PTCRB) and

the RF fields accurately and determine compliance with

experience and quality of service. This paper highlights

as well as test laboratories who need to be able to measure
regulatory and interoperability standards, as well as

identifying how they will behave in real-world situations

the cellular carriers, who are concerned about customer
OTA testing issues and what designers need to know when
developing 5G products.

W h y i s OTA T e s t i n g O n l y R e c e n t l y A n I s s u e ?
compared with LTE/4G. There are two frequency bands

currently in common use; sub-6 GHz (FR1) and millimetre
wave in the band 28 GHz to 39 GHz (FR2). As products

start to operate on higher frequencies, the wavelength
becomes smaller, making the RF transmission path
more directional.

Imagine standing on one side of a

valley in the dark and shine a regular flashlight (torch);
it will illuminate quite a large area on the opposite side

(PHOTO)

and represents our FR1 frequency range beam-width.
Now take a laser light and do the same experiment.
Actually, OTA testing requirements have been specified
for many years as part of conformance to functional

specifications. The recent increased need for OTA testing
is due to ever-increasing frequency ranges as 5G

technology develops. OTA testing is a proxy for real-world
use in the verification and validation stage of a product’s
realization to provide confidence that the product will

behave as intended on the market. If an antenna does

not perform as well in all orientations relative to the base

station, the call or data connection has the potential to be
dropped or data speed significantly impacted. Antenna
design is a very specialized discipline – getting it to be

effective over the entire frequency range that the product
operates is hard enough as a standalone component.

Also, the performance (radiation pattern and gain) will
be altered and distorted by the transceiver to which
it is connected. Once that is working correctly, the

performance is again modified by product use — a phone
next to the ear, in a pocket, in the hands, etc., will all change
the antenna radiation characteristics. The issue with 5G is

due to the increased frequency range that it operates over,

The laser light will only illuminate a tiny area due to a
much narrower beam-width (FR2).

This means that

a 5G device would either need to have the ability

to change the direction of the RF beam between the
user equipment and the base station (beam steering)
or have the ability to radiate many laser lights (aka
antennas) that slice the field such that we maintain
a communication path (beam slicing).Only in an OTA
chamber can measurements be made with different

‘angles of approach’ to simulate the real world and,
from those measurements, know the performance of
the 5G (FR2) equipment.From
LTE/4G

measurements

are

a

testing

simpler

are performed in a direct far-field.

perspective,

because they

While direct far-

field measurements can be taken for FR2 products,

the test chamber would need to be very long, taking

up valuable space in a test environment. The solution is
Compact Antenna Test Ranges (CATRs), which have

been developed to enable OTA measurements to be
made at close proximity (near field), converting the

signal from a circular to a planar wave to simulate the
measurement taken in the far-field.

Power Measurements
When measuring in the millimetre wave (mmW) range,

measurements that are summed together to determine

needs to be measured over the air due to the problems

sensitivity averaged over the 3-dimensional sphere in

and total isotropic sensitivity (TIS) are a measure of

antenna radiation pattern.

the power radiated and received from/to the equipment

the TRP figure. The TIS is a measure of the receiver’s

previously highlighted. Total radiated power (TRP)

which it is located – this performance will closely follow the

the product’s performance. They require multiple
WWW.TANDMMAG.COM
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W h a t i s OTA T e s t i n g , a n d W h y i s i t I n c r e a s i n g l y I m p o r t a n t f o r 5 G ?
(continued from page 23)
Antenna Radiation Pattern (ARP)
For equipment that is designed as user equipment

with 4G/LTE or 5G FR1 because the path loss is much greater,

the location of the user equipment with respect to the

attenuation to the signal. Measurements of the 5G device

(phones, tablets, wearables, AR/VR headsets, etc.),

person’s limbs (head, wrist, hand, body, etc.) will have

a dramatic effect on the performance of the antenna’s

radiation pattern, and hence the radio performance. In

the case of 5G FR2, this is much more profound compared

and it means that even benign materials will cause significant
connected to all common body parts while performing an

antenna radiation pattern(s) are critically important to determine
how they will perform in the real world.

Challenges at mmW
As highlighted previously, the path loss becomes very

When performing OTA measurements, phantoms need

the passing of signals at lower frequencies may block the

closely as possible. This, in turn, requires significantly more

significant as frequency is increased, and objects that allow
path of signals at higher frequencies. Trees, buildings,

rainfall, and humans all have the effect of blocking the RF
path between the user equipment and the base station.

to be used to ensure that the real world is simulated as

complicated test equipment and environment to ensure that
the active antenna systems are assessed by dynamic beammeasurement systems.

OTA i s N o t J u s t A n I s s u e f o r 5 G

(PHOTO)

As mobile technology evolves, the need to find new

increased path losses will require other types of wireless

spectrum
much
in frequency.
TESTI
N Ghigher
SOL
UTIONS

Even products that operate at much lower frequencies,

spectrum is ever increasingly difficult. The result is to use

devices to have their measurements performed OTA.

What is OTA Testing, and
Why Is It Increasingly
Important for 5G?

While 5G (FR2) leads the way for mobile communications,
there are other wireless technology initiatives in

development that will also use millimeter waves in the

scale of integration of these resultant systems means that
the traditional test methods of performing a conducted
measurement will not work. Combining that with the

manufacturers with information on the behavior and

performance of their products in real-world situations,
improving the user experience.

Only a small number of third-party labs such as Element/
developments in 5G technology. The resultant increased
knowledge and understanding of complex wireless

WWW.TANDMMAG.COM

has a dramatic effect on the performance of their audio

connection to their earbuds due to the absorption of the
body.

Conclusions

part of regulatory and industry approval and provide

PCTEST have made such investments, driven by

that use phantoms to simulate real-world situations. Many
users have highlighted that their smartphone’s location

GHz region. The complexity of these products and the

B Y E L are
E ManEincreasingly
NT
OTA measurements
important

such as Bluetooth, would benefit from OTA measurements

systems operating in the millimeter ranges puts them

in a unique position of being able to offer a test service

that ensures the product will gain market access and be

accepted by the industry; and also the knowledge and skills
needed to test other wireless systems operating at higher
frequencies.

For more information, visit www.element.com or
email Contact.us@element.com.
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Test & Measurement Industry & Product News!
Visit www.tandmmag.com to view the full releases!

Pearson Electronics Hinged Clamp-On
A new line of Wide-Band Clamp-on Current Monitors from
Pearson Electronics feature a ½ inch or 1 inch aperture and

are hinged for easy operation. The new design incorporates
Pearson’s wide band frequency response in a demountable
configuration for use on fixed conductors.

The model 411C, typical of the group, has a sensitivity of
0.1 V/A, a 3dB bandwidth from 15 Hz to 20 MHz, and a
50 Ampere rms current rating. Accuracy of 1%, or less,

is obtainable across the mid-band. Pulse currents up to
5,000 Amperes and rise times down to 20 nanoseconds
can be viewed faithfully. Other new hinged clamp-on

designs feature a range of transfer impedance from 0.01
V/A to 1.0 V/A. Electrical specifications range from rise

times as short as 2.0 nanoseconds, or droop as low as

0.003% per microsecond. For more information visit www.

Schurter Electronic Components
Series: FMAD CP

1-stage filter for 3-phase systems with neutral
conductor

FMAD CP is the name of the latest 1-stage filter family for

3-phase systems with neutral line. Thanks to their extremely
compact dimensions and high performance, the new filters
are ideally suited to the tight space conditions in today’s
machine and equipment construction.

For detailed product and application information visit www.
schurter.com.

pearsonelectronics.com.

The BALTO products extend

Megger’s solution offering to
the rail and Metro industry,

which is transitioning to more

Megger Acquires BALTO product range

electrification, digital

communication and control. It

Megger are pleased to announce that we have acquired

compliments Megger’s portfolio

the BALTO product line from STEVO Electric bvba (Belgium).
The BALTO products, continually developed since their
launch in 2003, are used to test the operation of DC

high-speed electrical circuit breakers. These circuit breakers provide protection to equipment and are frequently

found in DC traction, rail and underground transportation

where their reliable operation is critical to maintaining safe

operation of DC protection schemes. There are also further
applications in photovoltaic, mining, marine vessels and
heavy industry.

WWW.TANDMMAG.COM

of solutions in electrical test,

measurement and diagnostics enabling condition monitoring of electrical assets within the electrical supply utilities
and throughout industry.

(PHOTO)

Dr. Andrew Dodds, Group Director commented, “The acquisition continues Megger’s growth ambitions and strengthens the support we are able to give customers in network
protection test”. For further information visit
www.megger.com.
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AIR LEAK TESTING METHODS
AIR DECAY, DIFFERENTIAL, MASS FLOW
PURPOSE: To explore the diﬀerences between the testing processes of
three of the main types of air leak tests: Air Decay, Diﬀerential Air Decay
and Diﬀerential Mass Flow.

LEAK TESTING

ATEQ is the leading global manufacturer of

In the early days of leak testing, it was customary to
submerge a manufactured part under water to look
for bubbles which would signify a leak in the part.
While this primitive method was simple and cost
eﬃcient, it was also time consuming and did not
provide precise quantiﬁed leak rate data. Often
there is no detrimental consequence if components
have a small leak, but the question is how many
bubbles would be acceptable over a given time.

ATEQ provides leak testing instruments to all
manufacturing industries including: automotive,
medical, electronics, valves, packaging, appliances,
aerospace, HVAC, agricultural and batteries.

is an important
quality control test in the manufacturing industry.
Since there is no such thing as a completely
leak-free component, the key is to determine what
leak rate is acceptable in order to manufacture
products that are safe and adequate for the
customer’s needs.

Air leak testing technology quickly became a
game-changer in the manufacturing industry. Air
leak testing instruments could be programmed and
automated into production lines to quickly and
accurately detect miniscule leak rates greatly
reducing test times, increasing production, and
decreasing scrap.

fast and accurate leak testing equipment. Since
1975, ATEQ has been building a leak testing
knowledge portfolio ﬁlled with hundreds of
renowned manufacturing companies and how to
leak test thousands of diﬀerent manufactured
components.

ATEQ has experienced application engineers in
more than 40 countries all around the world that
can provide consulting and leak testing instruments
to create eﬃcient leak or ﬂow testing solutions.
ATEQ can assist with teaching the science of leak
testing, application studies, developing testing
speciﬁcations, selecting the right leak tester,
integrating leak testers into automated production
lines, training, instrument calibrations, technical
support, repairs and preventative maintenance.

This article will address three types of air leak
testing: pressure decay, diﬀerential pressure decay
and diﬀerential mass ﬂow. Examples of testing
speciﬁcations that would be best suited for each of
the test methods will be provided along with a
description of each how each method’s testing
process and instruments work.

LEGAL DISCLAIMER: This document is designed to help our prospects and customers to set their test speciﬁcation. This document does not remove
or lessen the prospect or customers responsibility for setting their test speciﬁcation, and verify that the ﬁndings correspond to the purpose of their
product. ATEQ, its employees, and its aﬃliates cannot be held responsible/liable for the consequences of an improperly set test speciﬁcation.

WWW.TANDMMAG.COM
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STANDARD VS. DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE DECAY
Diﬀerential pressure decay leak testers, while more expensive since they contain two sensors, are often
superior to standard air decay testers because they can test smaller leaks more quickly and accurately. Also,
because it uses both a test and reference part, a change in temperature is no longer a factor in test results.

AIR DECAY

DIFFERENTIAL AIR DECAY

A single pressure sensor is used in an air decay
test to measure the test pressure and pressure
drop from a leak. The sensor must be sized for the
test pressure; therefore, the sensor’s range must
be greater than or equal to the test pressure.

Two pressure sensors are used in a diﬀerential air
decay test along with a test and reference part.
One sensor measures the test pressure and a
second sensor measures the diﬀerential pressure
drop from a leak. The pressure is equalized on
both sides of the diﬀerential pressure sensor
during the ﬁll and stabilize steps. The test step
isolates the test part from the reference part to
measure the leak as a diﬀerential pressure drop
over time multiplied by the part’s volume.

For example, a 100 kPa test pressure requires at
least a 100 kPa full scale sensor (1000 mbar). The
part is ﬁlled and stabilized to the pressure, then
the test pressure is taken at the beginning of the
test time. The leak is measured as the test
pressure drops over time then is multiplied by the
part’s volume.
An air pressure decay test is best suited for
testing leaks that have a pressure drop per second
larger than the accuracy of the sensor.
For example, a 1000 mbar sensor with 0.05%
accuracy, could be used to test a 30 sccm max.
leak from a 1-liter part or 0.5 mbar/second (50
Pa/s). Measuring the leak or pressure drop for 10
seconds would cause a 5-mbar (500 Pa) pressure
drop that is 10 times the sensor’s accuracy. A
2000 mbar (200 kPa) test pressure would double
the test time or the max. sccm leak rate or would
require the test volume to be reduced by half.

The range/accuracy of the diﬀerential pressure
sensor is independent from the test pressure.
For example, a 100 kPa or 200 kPa test pressure
could use the same 0.05 kPa (50 Pa) full scale
diﬀerential pressure sensor.
A diﬀerential pressure decay test is best suited
for testing leaks that have a pressure drop per
second larger than the accuracy of the diﬀerential
pressure sensor and greater than 0.03
mbar/second (3Pa/s).
For example, a 0.05 mbar (50 Pa) diﬀerential
pressure sensor with accuracy of 2% of reading +
1% of full-scale, could be used to test a 2 sccm
max. leak from a 1-liter part, 0.033 mbar/seconds
(3.3 Pa/s). Measuring the leak as a pressure drop
for 2 seconds would cause a 0.067 mbar (6.7 Pa)
pressure drop that is >10 times the sensor’s
accuracy.

ateq.com | info@ateq.com
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DIFFERENTIAL MASS FLOW
While most components have a designated leak rate, sometimes it makes more sense to measure a
product’s leak as a ﬂow. A hole in food packaging, a bottle cap or tank is an unwanted ‘leak’ whereas a
product like a muﬄer, valve, faucet or catheter tube is supposed to have designated rates of ‘ﬂow’.

Two pressure sensors are used in a diﬀerential
mass ﬂow test along with a test and reference
part. One sensor measures the test pressure and a
second sensor measures the air moving through
the mass ﬂow sensor or Laminar Flow Element
(LFE).
The pressure is equalized on both sides of the
mass ﬂow (LFE) sensor during the ﬁll and stabilize
steps. The test step isolates the test from
reference parts to measure the leak as the ﬂow to
maintain the pressure. The time for the ﬂow to
ascend to the test part leakage is dependant on
the volume of the test part. After this delay, the
sccm leak through the mass ﬂow meter will
equate to the test part’s leakage.

A diﬀerential mass ﬂow test is best suited for
testing leaks that have a pressure drop per second
greater than 0.005 mbar/second (>0.5Pa/s) and
able to respond to 100% of the test leak less than
30 seconds. The accuracy of the mass ﬂow sensor
should also be 10 times better than the sccm part
leak.
Note: Mass ﬂow sensors may attain their accuracy
at the expense of response, therefore both must
be considered.

For example, a 1 sccm leak may require 1 second
to ascend to 1 sccm on a 1-liter part, however
ascending to a 10 sccm leak on a on a 10-liter part
may require 10 seconds.

All leak/ﬂow testing is governed by the formula below, derived from the Ideal Gas Law.

For guidance on how to leak test your company’s manufactured components or more
information on ATEQ’s other testing technology product ranges like tracer gas testers,
ionization electrical leak testers or battery testers, contact us.

WWW.TANDMMAG.COM
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Upcoming Industry Events!
Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, many shows are
postponing live dates, or moving to a virtual
format. Please be sure to visit each event’s
website to verify the dates and status of their
conferences. You may also view the full listing of
industry events at www.tandmmag.com.
SPIE DEFENSE + COMMERCIAL SENSING 2021
April 11-15
Orlando, FL
Website: www.spie.org
Exhibition & conferences for defense, security, industry
and environment. The Defense, Security and Sensing
Exhibition is the industry’s leading exhibition with 500
top defense, security, and sensing contractors, suppliers,
and integrators
DEL MAR ELECTRONICS AND DESIGN SHOW (DMEDS) 2021
May 5-6
Del Mar, CA
Website: www.manufacturing.show
Trade Exhibition for Assembly & Manufacturing, Quality & Test, Engineering and Design in Del Mar
ELECTRICAL WIRE PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY EXPO 2021
May 12-13
Milwaukee, WI
Website: www.electricalwireshow.com
Trade Show dedicated to Electrical Wire Processing Technology. Electrical Wire Processing Technology Expo
will showcase equipment, instruments, tools, materials and supplies used in wire & cable harness assembly,
inspection and repair.
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON OPTICAL FIBRE SENSORS 2021
June 7-11
Alexandria, VA
Website: www.osa.org
International Conference on Optical Fiber Sensors
APEC Conference
June 9-12
Phoenix, AZ		
Website: www.apec-conf.org
The APEC Conference hosts a three-day exposition featuring hundreds of companies serving the power electronics industry in a variety of capacities. Top manufacturers and service providers are on hand to help you
explore the latest in technology and solutions.
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machine used the power of water to
increase the existing muscle power by

such applications are always designed
redundantly.

in future aircraft, however,
mass. For safety reasons, t

There's something in the air

Avionics

With the electrification of the automotive industry, the ambition quickly arose to transfer this to aviation to the same extent. Hydraulic systems give way to electric ones. The
system's supply voltage increases to allow for greater ranges thanks to reduced mass.

Electrically powered small aircraft and air taxis will conquer the skies in the coming decades. (Source: iStockphoto)

In the early days of commercial aviation,
all control commands were carried out
with the help of wires ropes or push rods.
This had advantages: forces could be
transmitted without delay and without
losses. Since the aircraft of the time were
small, pilots could operate everything
with mere muscle power. However,
flying a modern wide-bodied aircraft with
muscle power alone would be completely
impossible.

Hydraulics
To apply such forces, the technology
of hydraulics is used. As early as 1795,
an Englishman named Joseph Bramah
developed a hydromechanical machine
powered by pressurised water. This
machine used the power of water to
increase the existing muscle power by

a factor of 2000. In principle, any fluid is
suitable for this purpose. Hydraulic oils
have prevailed due to their chemical and
thermal properties.

This is how it works
Hydraulics enable forces to be transmitted
over almost any distance. With a purely
mechanical power transmission, you
always need a drive shaft or push rods and
cables to provide propulsion. In an aircraft,
however, space is at a premium. That's
why the use of hydraulics quickly gained
acceptance. Since the entire system must
be under pressure, pumps are needed on
board to provide it permanently or for a
specific purpose (e.g. landing gear). For
the sake of safety, hydraulic systems in
such applications are always designed
redundantly.

Avionics
WWW.TANDMMAG.COM

Pros and cons of hydraulic
drives
Hydraulic systems generate very high
pressures and thus large forces in a small
space. Once the pressure has been built
up, a hydraulic drive can hold the desired
position for any length of time without
requiring additional energy.
However, this is also a weak point of
hydraulic systems: Where high pressures
are generated, the loss of energy in the
event of leakage is high. In addition to
leaks, contamination can also occur in the
used pipes. The viscosity of the hydraulic
oil is also dependent on the outside
temperature, and further pressure losses
occur due to the compressibility of the
oil. The main argument against hydraulics
in future aircraft, however, is their high
mass. For safety reasons, they must be
1
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Pros and cons of electric
drives
Electric drives are considered easy
to control. During movement, they
consume less energy than hydraulic
drives. They operate largely without jerks.
New possibilities for integration into the
aircraft structure and into the control
system significantly expand the range
of applications. Compared to hydraulic
systems, an electric drive system is
easier to install. It requires less space
in the vast majority of applications, as
there are no hoses and pumps that need
regular maintenance. An electric drive
has a long service life and requires little
or no maintenance. Although the initial
investment costs are higher, they are
quickly amortised by the more favourable
operation.

CityAirbus: VTOL Aircraft from Airbus Industries and
Siemens

flow. This allows the use of thinner and
thus lighter cables. In this way, mass can
be saved. With the vast amount of cables
that are installed in an aircraft, this adds
up to a lot. Less mass leads to lower
energy consumption, the aircraft allows
greater ranges.

Reliability and safety
It goes without saying that future electric
aircraft will have to meet the same safety
requirements as before. But it's not all
that easy: you have to provide quite a bit
of power for an aircraft. System voltages
of around 1000 V and outputs of several
hundred kW are required here. The use
of redundant systems is a given. A wide
variety of concepts are being pursued
here. A drone (quadcopter) equipped with
four propellers, for example, must also be
able to land safely if one systems fails.

(MGA-S and HCSF) since 2008, is aware
of the problems that such requirements
pose for a fuse in terms of development
and process quality. Based on the already
available UMT-W, an ultra-compact,
pulse-proof SMD fuse with a breaking
capacity of up to 1000 A, research is
being conducted into even more powerful
versions.
The SCHURTER UMT-W is ideally suited
for applications with particularly long
cables, such as are common in aviation,
which are protected on the primary side
by an electronic fuse. If this monitoring
fails or does not perform its task correctly,
the UMT-W takes over as a fail-safe device
and transfers the system to a safe deenergised state.

About SCHURTER

The SCHURTER Group is a globally
successful Swiss family business. With our
components ensuring the clean and safe
supply of power, input systems for ease
of use and sophisticated overall solutions,
we impress our customers with agility and
excellent product and service quality.
SCHURTER AG
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APPLICATION FOCUS

PERSPECTIVES ON
MEASURING WOOD
LINES
B Y J I M R A Y M O N T - E I T, L L C

EFSEN UV & EB Technology is headquartered in Scandinavia, a region known for UV
curing on wood-based products.
What experience does Efsen have with UV wood curing?
We have worked with UV & EB technology since the 1980s, and a significant number
of our UV customers cure wood-based products. We started as a distributor supplying energy curing sources and quickly discovered that process control & measurement were essential to the success of our customers. We quickly started selling UV
measurement solutions and our interactions with customers led EFSEN to develop
our own arc lamp in 2004. Along the way we realized the importance of matching
the UV equipment to the coating formulation and David, with a coatings and formulation background, joined Efsen to provide this key resource to our customers.
(continued on page 33)
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Perspectives on Measuring Wood Lines (continued from page 32)
What words of wisdom can you share from your thirty-five plus years of trying to maintain
mercury-based UV lines?
Monitoring how the output of an UV lamp changes over time, and how the output differs along the width
of the lamp, is crucial to make sure the curing requirements are met. Remember to replace the reflector on
a regular basis. Today’s UV measurement instruments are user friendly and should be used to learn, document and monitor the output of your UV systems. When there is an issue, the instruments can be used for
problem solving to get your production back on track. In our experience, trying to save money on measurement up front, costs more in the long run. Would you drive a car without a fuel gauge or speedometer?
EFSEN started working on an LED (W-LED) system, designed initially for wood applications over five
years ago. Why?
Just as with commercial lighting, we believe that LED technology is the future of the industry and it will
eventually take over the market. LED technology features many benefits, both regarding sustainability and
process control, which we wanted to optimize for wood and other
applications.
What were some of the challenges faced during the development of your LED system?
While the LED technology is modern and provides several advantages, it is not a magical, direct replacement for the conventional
mercury technology. Formulation understanding, as well as process control technology is key for successful LED applications. Our
system was designed for the challenges of a wood production
environment. The system has easy to use integrated controls as
well as filters to keep dust and other contaminants away from the
LED array.

(PHOTO)

Close up of Efsen ICAD proprietary
measurement system.

From a process control point of view, how is LED different from broadband UV?
No UV source provides perfect uniformity. The output from a conventional source is lower towards
the edges, and peaks in the middle, with some variations due to bulb or reflector deformation. It
is a common misconception that LED sources are uniform. A new LED source is more uniform and
degrades slower, but the changes are more unpredictable than for conventional UV. An LED array
consists of thousands of light sources, that age independently. This can create a significant deviation over the long lifetime that this technology provides.
Any thoughts of claims that state UV LEDs are
maintenance free and do not need to be
measured?
That is a common sales pitch, which shows a lack
of understanding of the technology. Provided the
quartz window stays clean, LEDs change slower than
arc lamps. Maintenance does not have to be as
frequent, but yearly maintenance does help ensure
good performance throughout their lifetime. It 		
LED
Uniformity
before
adjustment
							becomes increasingly more important to measure
and adjust the LED as it ages. A mercury bulb is replaced every few thousand hours, but an LED
is expected to last tens of thousands of hours, so the variable effect of the aging along the array
should not be disregarded.
(continued on page 34)
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Perspectives on Measuring Wood Lines (continued from page 33)

How did you address the issue of uniformity across the width of the process line?
With the importance of uniformity in mind, EFSEN developed a proprietary technology for monitoring the output of each individual segment along the width of the LED array to catch any deviations.
With our monitoring system, we can also adjust the output to ensure it is aligned along the length
of the array. We can also set an alarm to giving a warning if the required threshold output is not
reached.
What requirements were specified by suppliers?
Many of the companies we work with require their production facilities and outside contractors to
monitor and verify UV conditions to ensure that they have been met. Monitoring the uniformity
and output of an UV LED in a production was a stipulation to consider a transition to UV LEDs. The
W-LED system has a monitor that adjust the uniformity of the LED intensity across the width of the
array. One of our recent installations featured seven 53-inch (1.34 m) wide LED systems with this
monitoring system. It was installed in the factory of an industrial leader, and they are now expanding with yet another LED line featuring EFSEN’s W-LED system.
What combination LED wavelengths (nm) do you use? Do your lines utilize any mercury
sources for surface cure?
While the 395 nm LED is the most common choice in the market, as it was the first wavelength to
reach a good price/performance, there are now several wavelengths available with a good price
performance. We have found that many processes can benefit from a 405 nm LED (for enhanced
depth penetration, especially for pigmented systems and putties) or from the improved surface
curing potential of a 365 nm LED. Some of our lines incorporate a mercury lamp at the end.
What measurement challenges have you had with UV
LEDs?
Performing accurate measurements of LED sources was
extremely challenging using instruments designed for 		
broadband mercury sources. The introduction of
instruments with an optical response designed for the
narrow band output and dynamic range of the LED solved
						
this challenge. On systems with multiple types of LEDs,
LED Uniformity after adjustment
we can easily identify different LED types with a multiband
						
LED instrument and confirm the performance of each LED. Checking the uniformity of multiple LED
arrays across a wide production is time consuming and not practical. We solved this challenge with
our proprietary automated monitoring system.
What advice would you offer for someone in the wood industry to migrate from broadband to
LED sources?
Seek advice from an expert that knows both the LED equipment and the formulation/application
implications of the technology. Equipment suppliers tend to “oversell” their equipment, and coating
suppliers can be skeptical of LED technology. Knowledge of both is required for a realistic evaluation and to identify where LEDs make sense and what is required from a formulation point of view.
Investing in LED technology is especially beneficial when constructing new lines. LEDs are attractive and will show a quick return in factories with high production volumes, high line speeds, high
energy costs and those running heat sensitive substrates. We have also had success with several gel
cure applications. Establish procedures to monitor the LED arrays, to ensure the continuous stability
of your process.
For more information, email efsen@efsen.dk or visit www.efsen.dk.
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Test & Measurement 2.0 Digital Marketing Opportunities!

Test & Measurement 2.0 is Not “Just” a digital magazine publication!
We offer a variety of marketing opportunities to promote your latest article, whitepaper, product
release or other industry related news!
Custom E-Blasts - $995 per Custom Blast
No other marketing avenue is as effective as a vendor designed custom email that is sent to T &
M’s 30k+ subscribers!
The creative team at Test & Measurement 2.0 is expert in helping you design and create custom
eblasts of your content to our distribution lists. Simply provide us with the text, images and links
and we will build and send a custom email for your business!
AND! Most importantly!!! You will receive full sales lead
information for everyone who clicked on your email! You
will also receive additional metrix on the deployment
including number deployed, opened, clicked so you can
clearly evaluate your ROI and effectiveness of your messaging!
How Effective is this? VERY!
Our first two custom eblasts sent for clients each
received over 3,000 clicks through to the clients
website and they were provided FULL SALES LEAD
DATA for everyone who clicked! That’s less than
30 cents per lead!! That ROI is better than almost
every marketing avenue available!
Drop the marketing team at T & M an email to
get your custom blast scheduled today at
info@tandmmag.com
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GETTING SALES LEADS
IS AS SIMPLE AS 1-2-3!

1
2
3

BUY

Advertising in the print & digital
editions of the magazine or custom
email newsletters that link to your
website

REVIEW

The list of companies who
opened the digital edition

SELECT

The companies you want to reach
from those who open us digitally

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

WWW.TANDMMAG.COM

Brad Glazer, Editor and Publisher
(216) 233-6943 / brad@tandmmag.com
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